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1 Fresnel’s integrals








































































sin tdt = −e
























































(−x2 +√2x− 1) − x2√2 (x2 +√2x+ 1)
and the following formulæ where ∆ = p2 − 4q < 0 are useful∫ b
a
1




























x2 + px+ q
dx
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2 Find a function knowing its second derivative
Given f ∈ L(R) then
x(t) := x0 + v0 t+
∫ t
0
(t− r) f(r) dr













but x′(0) = v0 the we have
















or, evaluating the integrals in (2.1)








Now, recall that x(0) = x0 and use Fubini’s Theorem to exchange the order of integration we can
write











The last passage can be understood looking at the figure
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3 An interesting definite integral
We use Fubini’s Theorem to evaluate a definite integrals, presented in [2] chapter 5, hard to







, 0 ≤ a < b (3.1)
To evaluate (3.1) we define A = {(x, y) ∈ R2 | 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, a ≤ y ≤ b} := [0, 1] × [a, b] and we
consider the double integral ∫∫
A
xydxdy









































Comparing (3.2) and (3.3) we get (3.1).
4 Frullani’s integral
We use again a two-fold double integral to evaluate an hard single variable integral, known as










, 0 < a < b (4.1)


















































Equation (4.1) follows comparing (4.2) and (4.3).
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